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OUR VISION
The Cronos network (CRO) is appearing to be an emerging market in the crypto
sphere. The current growth of CRO space is evidently showing signs of the same
growth of Binance Smart Chain in early 2021. As such, there is a huge demand for
next 100M, 500M or 1B MC project especially in this blockchain. Saitama in the ETH
network had spiked to 10B MC, and we aim to replicate their growth within Cronos.
Our team is asking you all to join us in this journey. Based on our branding, connections our team has and friendly whales to help push this, we have all the building
blocks to grow exponentially. We truly believe we can repeat history and grow in the
same pattern of meme coins in the other blockchains.

TAXES
When you buy/sell Crotama, the taxes are
• 4 % Marketing
• 3% Development
• 2% Liquidity Pool
• 1% Team
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CROTAMA NFTS
The most exciting item for Crotama are the NFTs! You never know what you're going
to get. The ﬁrst 245 NFTs released are limited edition and 10 of which are rare. These
NFTs also carry utility to inherently increase the value of its possession. The utilities
carried with ﬁrst edition NFTs are:
• Automatic whitelist to the ETH presale when the Ethereum bridge is established
• An advantage in the play2earn game
• Minting rare NFTs have bounties of up to 5000 CRO
• Rare NFTs are given a unique APY which is higher than common NFTs
A Dapp will be live with the minting AND inventory page. This means you can not only
view the NFT in your wallet but also online via our website. The next batch of NFTs
released will be in a loot box style and completed with multiple rarities. This alongside a multitude of utilities attached to ensure that your investment in our NFT is
worth every penny!

NFTS AND TOKEN STAKING
Crotama will also allow its investors to stake their tokens or NFTs in order to achieve a
high APY return. This means all you have to do is buy, stake and shill! This staking
platform is already live and in house, which means that there are less chances for
security breaches. Initially the staking contract will provide additional CROTAMA
tokens to its token stakers, this will proceed to CRO rewards at a later stage such
that investors can re-invest it back into the token.
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PLAY 2 EARN GAME
Another exciting utility Crotama will be releasing is the play to earn game. This will be
available on all mobile platforms as well! This will allow investors to not only earn
passive income through staking but to also do so by playing our game. The potential
for an earning more than initial investment is limitless here with Crotama. Holders of
rare NFTs in the ﬁrst edition NFT release will be given an advantage in the game as
well.

NFT MARKET PLACE
Have you ever wanted someone else’s NFT but needed a secure platform to
facilitate the trade? Look no further as here in Crotama we will be creating our
own marketplace. This will seamlessly allow the trade of all Crotama NFTs. More
details regarding the marketplace will be released in due time, however it is
currently being developed as we speak!
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ETHEREUM BRIDGE
Crotama will also be bridging to the Ethereum network! This will be completed once
the token on the Cronos network has reached a stable market cap and is ready for
the next push. The Ethereum liquidity will be raised through a presale whereby ﬁrst
edition NFT holders will automatically be whitelisted. Bridging to the Ethereum
network provides limitless potential as it increases the exposure of the token to
investors with higher capital
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CROTAMA ROAD MAP
PHASE 1
STEALTH LAUNCH
SOCIAL MEDIA LAUNCH
MAJOR CALL GROUPS SHOUTOUT
WEBSITE LAUNCH
WHITEPAPER RELEASE
COMMUNITY SIZE TARGET 1,000 MEMBERS
COMMUNITY GIVEAWAYS
SHILLING COMPETITIONS
CRYPTO.COM PRICE TRACKING
ESTABLISH PARTNERSHIPS WITH KOL

PHASE 4

PHASE 2
COINMARKETCAP LISTING
COINGECKO LISTING

SECRET ANNOUNCEMENT

PRICE TRACKING ON COINBASE,

MAJOR CEX LISTINGS

BINANCE AND CRYPTO.COM

EXPANSION OF TEAM

TRENDINGS ACROSS MULTIPLE WEBSITES

PARTNERSHIPS WITH ESTABLISHED PROJECTS

COMMUNITY SIZE TARGET 3,000 MEMBERS

COMMUNITY SIZE TARGET 25,000 MEMBERS

TOKEN STAKING LIVE

FURTHER INTERNATIONAL MARKETING

RUGDOC KYC

AND MORE....

MM FINANCE WHITELIST
MINTING OF FIRST EDITION NFTS
NFT STAKING LIVE

FURTHER PARTNERSHIPS ESTABLISHED
YOUTUBE/TIKTOK PROMOTIONS
HEAVY INTERNATIONAL MARKETING
PLAY2EARN GAME RELEASE
SHOUTOUTS FROM CELEBRITIES
NFT MARKETPLACE
ETH BRIDGE ESTABLISHED
GRAFFITI WORK AROUND LONDON
COMMUNITY TARGET 10,000 MEMBERS

PHASE 3

